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Information

This is a guide to the suite of Creative Commons licences, providing a quick and handy overview of each licence and how to use content licensed in this way. You can also find Information about these licences on our Copyright and licences webpage.

Support

If you require any support with Creative Commons licences, please contact the Library Research Support team library-research-support@open.ac.uk

Copyright Information

This work Is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence.
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Key points

The key points to remember when using Creative Commons licensed content in your research:

1. All licences require attribution. You must credit the creator of the work.
2. You must provide a web link to where the content was found and a link to the Creative Commons licence.
3. Always follow the terms of the licence. Terms will vary if you use content released under earlier versions of the licences (the current version is 4.0).

Handy links

- Doctoral researchers can view the ‘Copyright and your thesis’ website which provides more in-depth information about how to use copyrighted content in your research.
- The Creative Commons website provides details about the licences, a comprehensive FAQ, and their CC Search Portal helps you to find CC licensed content.
**Licence details**

**CC-BY (attribution)** is the most permissive licence. Content can be used in any manner as long as the creator of the work is credited. You can remix it, adapt it, distribute it, build upon it. Used for maximum dissemination.

**CC-BY-SA (attribution-share alike)** licences allow content to be remixed, adapted and built upon. But any modified versions you create, must be made available under the same share alike licence.

**CC-BY-NC (attribution-non-commercial)** licences permit distribution, adaptation, remixing and building upon content for non-commercial purposes only.
CC-BY-NC-SA (attribution-non-commercial-share alike) licences allow you to distribute, adapt, remix and build on the content for non-commercial purposes only, under the same licence.

CC-BY-ND (attribution-no derivatives) licensed content allows you to distribute it only in its original form. Adapting this content is not permitted.

CC-BY-NC-ND (attribution-non-commercial-no derivatives) licences are the least permissive. You may only distribute the content for non-commercial purposes in its original form. You are not permitted to adapt the content.